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Klaus Multiparking at the BAU 2011: Hall B3, stand 303 

Fantastic doors from Klaus: New 

"Trendvario" design 

Top parking system supplier upgrades showcase product – 

50 solutions in all types, materials and colors   

 

Aitrach/Munich (jm). 

Fantastic doors at the right point in time: Klaus 

Multiparking GmbH, located in Aitrach (Baden-

Württemberg), has pepped up their highly flexible 

"Trendvario" parking system with new door systems. 

Approximately 50 individual models in various materials 

and colors are possible. For example made of glass, 

wood or aluminum, in colors light ivory, ruby red or 

pigeon blue. In open or closed designs – there is 

something for every taste and every house front. During 

the BAU trade fair in Munich (17th to 22nd of January, 

2011), the top international supplier of innovative 

parking systems will introduce their flexible gate 

solutions to the public for the first time at stand 303 in 

hall B3. 

 

"We now have a gate system that is well-suited to all 

demands. The new gates are practical and distinct, and are 

easy to install or exchange. The functional and beautiful 
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gates are a real highlight," says Thomas Baumgärtel, sales 

manager at Klaus Multiparking GmbH. 

The gate frame is an extruded aluminum construction with a 

vertical center stay bar. A well-formed recessed grip ensures 

that the manually operated gates can be opened 

comfortably. A rubber lip is used to finish the closing edge to 

the building. 

And the gate panels are available in different materials. The 

innovative Trendvario parking system is now even available 

behind glass panels – laminated safety glass to be precise. 

"Previously we didn't have glass gates in our product range. 

We are of course especially proud of this," explains sales 

director Baumgärtel enthusiastically. There are also many 

alternatives to glass: For example gates made of 

impregnated Nordic spruce. The standard package already 

includes very attractive looking perforated steel plate panels. 

Aluminum door panels are also a possibility. The anodized 

aluminum plates - either perforated or smooth - are more 

than just an alternative to galvanized perforated steel plates. 

"Aluminum is much more optically pleasing than steel. 

Corrosion protection is of course also much better because 

aluminum doesn't rust," states Klaus sales director 

Baumgärtel.

With the innovative gate solutions form Klaus Multiparking, 

damage caused by vehicle impacts can be quickly and easily 

repaired: Panels and segments can now be exchanged. "In 
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the past, this was not possible because the panels were 

welded to the gate frame. If a panel was damaged, the entire 

gate could no longer be used," states Baumgärtel with 

satisfaction regarding the new solution.

Something house owners will also be happy about: The 

gates can now be perfectly matched to the front of the 

building. From light ivory to ruby red, from moss green to 

anthracite gray, from sepia brown to white aluminum – a total 

of 12 color options are offered by Klaus Multiparking for 

beautifying the outside of the gates (as seen from the front of 

the building). The decision is much easier on the inside: the 

inside of the gate is generally colored light gray.

With the new design, the top supplier of parking systems 

also conceptually upgraded the Trendvario system, which 

Klaus Multiparking has made even more innovative: This 

was possible by combining the Trendvario 4000 system with 

the Trendvario 4100 and the Trendvario 4300 systems. The 

result: This saves space in the driving lane.

In addition to variable options and chic gate systems, the 

Trendvario system can be equipped with the new 

"EasyWalk" platform profile. The parking systems also have 

improved operability. A transponder replaces the coded key 

that was previously used. Multiple languages can be stored 

in the user interface display panel – English and German are 

standard. In addition, the user is shown the respective 
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vehicle specifications regarding size and weight. Baumgärtel 

states with satisfaction: "We've optimized a very innovative 

existing system and made it more beautiful and well-rounded 

– our customers will be thrilled."

 

About Klaus Multiparking GmbH: 

Klaus Multiparking GmbH, located in Aitrach (Baden-

Württemberg), is a leading supplier of vehicle parking 

systems. Klaus provides innovative solutions for dependent 

and independent parking, for example the double parker, 

duplex parker and stack parker. The company is well-known 

mainly for its Multivario multiparkers, Trendvario parking 

automats and various automatic parkers, which allow space-

saving parking as shelf, tower or surface systems. 

Singlevario single platform systems, Varioparker systems 

and various underground systems are also included in the 

product line. All Multiparking solutions have been 

manufactured exclusively in Germany for nearly 50 years 

according to the highest quality standards. The company 

employs 122 workers in the production plant in Aitrach. The 

company has already received awards for its innovative 

ideas such as the Multivario parking system - most recently 

in 2005 with the Baden-Württemberg innovations award. The 

history of Klaus Multiparking GmbH goes back to 1907 when 

Klaus was founded as a wheelwright’s shop in Bad Tölz 
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(Bavaria). Klaus has been manufacturing parking systems 

since 1964. 

 

Additional information: 

Klaus Multiparking GmbH, Hermann-Krum-Straße 2, 88319 

Aitrach, Tel. 07565/508-0, Fax 07565/508-88, 

info@multiparking.com, www.multiparking.com 

 

Press contact: 

Jensen media GmbH, editorial service, Hemmerlestraße 4, 

87700 Memmingen, Tel. 08331/99188-0, Fax 99188-10, 

Email: info@jensen-media.de, Internet:  www.jensen-

media.de  

Contact: 

Michael Denkinger (michael.denkinger@jensen-media.de) 
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